The Comparison of Size-Frequency Distributions of Impact Craters and Asteroids and the Planetary Cratering Rate
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The well-investigated size-frequency distributions (SFD) for lunar craters can be used to estimate the SFD for projectiles that formed craters both on terrestrial planets and on asteroids. Our results suggest these distributions may have been relatively stable over the past 4 G.y. The derived projectile SFD is found to have a shape that is similar to the SFD of main-belt asteroids as compared with the astronomical observations (Spacewatch asteroid data, Palomar-Leiden survey, IRAS data) and in situ images obtained by space missions. This result suggests that asteroids (or, more generally, collisionally evolved bodies) are the main component of the family of impactors striking the terrestrial planets.

1. INTRODUCTION

Asteroids leaving the main belt (MB) may strike the Sun, be ejected out of the solar system, or create an impact crater when striking a terrestrial planetary body (i.e., planets, their satellites, or smaller bodies like asteroids or comets). Impacts craters have been measured and counted on all terrestrial planets and several asteroids. The relative age of different surfaces can be estimated by calculating crater densities, or the number of craters of a given diameter per unit area. Thus, crater densities provide planetologists with an instrument to compare the geological ages of various planetary surfaces, provided that the impactor flux striking each surface is known and the relationship between impact energy and crater size is well understood. All things being equal, larger crater densities imply older surfaces.

These issues have been recently covered by Neukum et al. (2001), Ivanov (2001), and Hartmann and Neukum (2001). In addition to crater chronology, the size-frequency distribution (SFD) of impact craters may be used to estimate the “production SFD” (often named “production function”) of projectiles that formed those craters. To determine the production SFD, one must assume that that surface of the body was once a blank slate, such that the craters observed today directly reflect the size spectrum of the projectiles. Once we obtain a crater-derived “projectile” SFD, we can compare it to the SFD of observed asteroids and comets. In this way, we obtain some sense of how small bodies have evolved over time. On some surfaces, this integrated history may stretch all the way back to the “dark era” of the heavy bombardment period.

The projectiles capable of forming craters on the terrestrial planets today come primarily from three populations: (1) asteroids derived from the main belt, (2) Jupiter-family comets (JFCs) derived from the Kuiper Belt, and (3) long period comets (LPC) derived from the Oort Cloud (Morbidelli et al., 2002; Weissman et al., 2002). Other less-important contributors include the Trojan asteroids and the Halley-type comets.

Each impactor population mentioned above has undergone a specific, and possibly unique, accretion/collisional/evolutionary history, such that their SFD are potentially quite different from one another. Moreover, these populations produce planet-crossing projectiles with characteristic orbits and physical properties, such that sorting out the importance of various impactor populations can be complicated. Fortunately, dynamical models and observational work provide some constraints. For example, Bottke et al. (2002a) show that asteroids, rather than JFCs or Trojans, currently provide most of the terrestrial planet impact craters coming from a < 7.4-AU orbits (i.e., over 90%). The fraction of craters formed by LPCs (active and dormant), however, is not well understood (see Weissman et al., 2002). To keep things as simple as possible, we will assume in this
chapter that asteroids are the dominant source of impactors on the terrestrial planets.

The largest reservoir of asteroids in the inner solar system is the asteroid belt. As described in Bottke et al. (2002b) and Morbidelli et al. (2002), collisions, the Yarkovsky effect, and numerous mean-motion and secular resonances gradually push $D < 20$-km asteroids out of the main belt and onto planet-crossing orbits. We call this subpopulation the planet-crossing asteroids, or PCAs. PCAs are short-lived compared to the age of the solar system, such that new main-belt bodies must steadily resupply them over time. It is plausible that the differences between the main-belt SFD and that of the PCA populations are a consequence of the mechanisms producing new PCAs. Hence, a comparison between the SFD of terrestrial planet craters and those of various asteroid populations (e.g., main-belt asteroids, PCAs) should help find new constraints for future investigations of solar system evolution.

2. LUNAR PRODUCTION FUNCTION

The Moon is an ideal test site to study cratering records, particularly since most lunar endogenic activity ended more than 3 G.y. ago [with several important exceptions; see Hiesinger et al. (2000)]. Thus, over the last 3 G.y. or so, impacts alone have dominated modifications to the lunar landscape. Moreover, space missions have studied the Moon extensively. Returned samples of lunar landing sites give us a unique opportunity to ascribe an age to craters and regions where accumulated impact craters have been meticulously counted (see Stöffler and Ryder, 2001; Neukum et al., 2001). Hence, on the Moon we can estimate the cratering rate to be the number of craters of a given diameter accumulated at a given surface during a given time interval.

We start by assuming an ideal case (i.e., where a planetary surface erased by some process begins to accumulate craters). Before the crater degradation/obliteration processes change the population of these craters, the crater SFD reflects the production SFD or “the standard distribution” of the projectiles. To understand this production function, many authors have tabulated and generalized a huge amount of data on lunar crater counts. In this chapter, we will concentrate on the lunar “production” crater SFD proposed by W. Hartmann and G. Neukum (see Neukum et al., 2001).

2.1. Hartmann Production Function (HPF)

To represent the crater SFD found on the terrestrial planets, Hartmann uses a log-incremental SFD representation with a standard diameter bin size. We call his result the “Hartmann production function,” or HPF. The number of craters per kilometers squared is calculated for craters in the diameter bin $D_L < D < D_R$, where $D_L$ and $D_R$ are the left and right bin boundary and the standard bin width is $D_R/D_L = 2^{1/2}$.

The tabulated HPF is an assemblage of data selected by Hartmann to present the production function for one specific moment of time: the average time of lunar mare sur-

Fig. 1. (a) The incremental representation of the Hartmann production function (HPF). The HPF, in a direct sense, is the set of points shown in the plot. Straight lines represent the piece-wise power law fitting to the data (equation (1)). (b) Comparison of production functions derived by Hartmann (HPF) and Neukum (NPF) in the R plot representation. The maximum discrepancy between HPF (2) and NPF (3) (roughly a factor of 3) is observed in the diameter bins around $D \approx 6$ km. Below $D \approx 1$ km and in the diameter range of 30–100 km, the HPF and NPF give the same or similar results. Fitting the HPF to equation (3), we obtain a model age of $3.4$ G.y. The NPF, which is fit to the wide range count of impact craters in the Orientale Basin, yields a model age of $\sim 3.7$ G.y. The dashed line 1 represents the approximate saturation level estimated by Hartmann (1995).
face formation. Here the condition to have a fresh surface is satisfied by the fact that most lunar mare basalt samples have a narrow range of ages [e.g., 3.2–3.5 Ga (Stöffler and Ryder, 2001); note that some lava flows may be younger (see Hiesinger et al., 2000)]. Hence, the age variation is represented by a factor of 1.1.

The tabulated HPF has been constructed by combining and averaging crater counts in different areas of the Moon. For this reason, it should be treated as a relatively reliable model to deduce the projectile production function. The HPF, in incremental form, takes the form of a piece-wise three-segment power law (Hartmann, 1995; see also Ivanov, 2001)

$$\log N^{21/2} = -2.616 - 3.82 \log D_L$$ \hspace{1cm} (1a)

$$\log N^{21/2} = -2.920 - 1.80 \log D_L$$ \hspace{1cm} (1b)

$$\log N^{21/2} = -2.198 - 2.20 \log D_L$$ \hspace{1cm} (1c)

This function is shown in Fig. 1. Hartmann’s choice of power-law segments was made in the 1960s when this work was begun. Note that some selections were for historical reasons; at that time, only the shallow branch with 1.41 km < D < 64 km was well established, with the preexisting literature suggesting various laws for asteroids and meteorites that Hartmann was attempting to relate to lunar data.

2.2. Neukum Production Function (NPF)

In a series of publications, Neukum [for summaries, see Neukum (1983) and Neukum and Ivanov (1994)] proposed an analytical function to describe the cumulative SFD of lunar impact craters. He showed that the production function had been more or less stable from Nectarian to Copernican epochs (i.e., from practically more than 4 G.y. ago until now). By this time the full size spectrum of craters was known, and in contrast to the piece-wise exponential equations used for the HPF, Neukum computed a polynomial fit to the cumulative number of craters, N, per kilometers squared with diameters larger than a given value D. For the time period of 1 G.y., N(D) may be expressed (Neukum, 1983) as

$$\log (\frac{\text{d}N}{\text{d}D}) = \frac{1}{10} \log a_0 + \sum_{n=1}^{11} a_n \log^n D$$

(2)

where D is in km, N is the number of craters with diameters > D per km² per G.y., and the coefficients a_n are given in Table 1. Equation (2) is valid for D from 0.01 km to 300 km.

Recently, the NPF was slightly reworked in the largest-crater part by careful remeasuring in the size range (Ivanov et al., 1999, 2001; Neukum et al., 2001). The time dependence of the a_0 coefficient is discussed in the following section 2.3.

A similar equation is used here to present the projectile SFD derived below. Coefficients for this projectile SFD are also listed in Table 1. In the projectile SFD column, the first coefficient a_0 has been set to zero for simplicity. This coefficient determines the absolute number of projectiles. The absolute value of a_0 for projectiles may be found by fitting to observational data (see Fig. 5 below).

2.3. Toward a Unified Production Function

In Fig. 1b, the NPF and HPF are shown in an R plot together with selected data for crater counts on the lunar
maria and Orientale Basin. The NPF was fit to the crater counts using an assumed age. We find that both the HPF and NPF are a good match to the observational data below D ~ 1 km. However, for D > 1 km, the HPF goes well above the NPF, meeting again the NPF at crater diameters D ~ 40 km. A maximum discrepancy of a factor of 3 between HPF and NPF is observed in the diameter bins around D ~ 6 km. Below D ~ 1 km and in the 30 < D < 100 km range, the HPF and NPF give the same or similar results.

Although Fig. 1b shows that the HPF and NPF share some similarities, the discrepancy of a factor of 3 for 2 < D < 20 km craters requires further investigation. In general, one should be cautious in interpreting data in this range, particularly since different datasets (including the University of Arizona Arthur Crater Catalog from the 1960s) show somewhat different SFD curvatures. We believe that additional studies of lunar mare data will be needed to further refine the accuracy of the main production function curve.

To use a production function, one should first select a portion of the lunar surface where all the accumulated craters since the last resurfacing event can be counted. Examples of such “time slices” are (1) the Orientale Basin, which erased a large area near the base of the Imbrian stratigraphic horizon; (2) the emplacement of mare basalts (Hartmann, 1970; Hartmann et al., 1981); (3) Eratosthenian-aged craters, which mostly have good stratigraphic dates (Wilhelms et al., 1987); and (4) crater rays, which in some cases have a limited lifetime and thus mark an approximate time horizon.

Using the NPF, we show crater counts for lunar areas that differ by a factor of 100 in crater area density (Fig. 2). An examination of these “time slices” suggests that we cannot rule out the simple hypothesis that the lunar production function had a constant shape from ~4 Ga (lunar highland formation) to ~1 Ga (ray craters). Thus, within the limits of data accuracy, we can assume that the projectile SFD was stable over this interval. To check this hypothesis, we will compare lunar data to those cratering records found on other planets and asteroids.

Although the HPF and NPF have some differences, both assume that the general shape of the SFD striking the Moon over the last 4 G.y. was the same. A different point of view is given by R. Strom (Strom and Neukum, 1988; Strom et al., 1992), who claims that the “modern” (postmare) production function is quite different from that produced during the epoch of the late heavy bombardment. A more extensive treatment of this subject can be found in Strom and Neukum (1988).

3. CRATERS ON TERRESTRIAL PLANETS

Taking the “theoretical” lunar SFD described in the previous section, we find it useful to scale it to the other terrestrial planets and compare our results with previously published measurements for selected areas on Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars. As discussed in more detail by Hartmann (1977), this procedure requires that we derive the average impact velocity for each planetary body and then determine the average projectile size needed to make a given size crater. The issue of converting between projectiles and craters via a crater-scaling law is discussed elsewhere (e.g., Ivanov, 2001).

3.1. Average Impact Velocity

To compute the average impact velocity of PCAs striking various terrestrial planets, we first need an estimate of the orbital distribution of the PCA population. Assuming that the PCA population is well represented by (1) observed asteroids taken from the “astorb.dat” catalog provided by E. Bowell (http://naic.edu/~nolan/astorb.html) and (2) in the case of Earth, by the debiased model population of Earth-crossing objects estimated by Rabinowitz (1993), we can compute impact velocities for various planets using an extended Öpik method (Wetherill, 1967). We recognize that the use of either dataset has some limitations. For (1), we assumed that the observed population of large PCAs did a reasonable job of sampling the debiased population. For (2), we assumed that the sparseness of data points in Rabinowitz’s model would not affect our results.

Overall, we found that the average impact velocities of asteroids striking Earth from (1) and (2) were similar, although somewhat higher velocities were found for the debiased population of Earth-crossers. Specifically, the asteroid catalog gives the average impact velocity of 18.6 km s⁻¹ (for all asteroids with absolute magnitude H < 15), while estimates from Rabinowitz’s model yielded 20.2 km s⁻¹. We believe this difference is a byproduct of peculiar sampling among the H < 15 objects; model results suggest that a substantial fraction of undetected Earth-crossing asteroids with H < 15 have semimajor axes a > 2 AU, large eccentricities, and/or high orbital inclinations (Bottke et al., 2000, 2002a; Stuart, 2001; Morbidelli et al., 2002). These values

Fig. 2. R plot for several “time slices” of the lunar impact chronology fitted with the NPF curve (equation (2)). See data description in Neukum et al. (2001).
also account for gravitational focusing, which decreases with increasing encounter velocity. Hence, different model assumption about encounter velocities result in variation of impact rate comparisons for the terrestrial planets.

3.2. Projectile Sizes

Using scaling laws and estimated impact velocities, one can find the projectile SFD, \( \frac{dN}{dD_p} \), for a given impact-crater SFD, \( \frac{dN}{dD} \). To simplify the problem in this chapter, we test the endmember hypothesis of a purely asteroidal projectile flux onto the terrestrial planets. Having such an estimate, we keep open the problem of the cometary impact fraction in the observed crater population. For the same reason, we assume the same projectile density \( 2.7 \, \text{g cm}^{-3} \), the density of typical S-type asteroids (Britt et al., 2002) for all estimates. The procedure we use to transform craters into projectiles (and vice versa) can be found in Ivanov et al. (2001). Briefly, the crater-scaling law derived by Schmidt and Housen (1987) is used to estimate the transient and simple crater diameter for a given projectile. The collapse of complex craters (e.g., Melosh and Ivanov, 1999) is taken into account using the semiempirical model derived by Croft (1985) (see also Chapman and McKinnon, 1986; McKinnon et al., 1991).

The SFD of the projectiles is approximated in the same form as equation (2), with a polynomial of 14th degree valid for projectile diameters between \( \sim 0.25 \, \text{m} \) and \( \sim 27 \, \text{km} \). Com-

---

**Fig. 3.** (a) Crater counts for Mercury’s highlands and Caloris mare basin compared with the “lunar analog” curves constructed with HPF and NPF. Dashed lines show an approximate saturation level after Hartmann (1995). Crater counts are digitized from figures in Hartmann et al. (1981). (b) R plot for the size-frequency distribution of venusian craters (1) in comparison with the lunar curve calculated for venusian conditions with the Schmidt and Housen (1987) scaling law and Croft’s (1985) crater collapse model. Dashed curves 2 and 3 represent two models of how projectiles undergo atmospheric disintegration (Ivanov et al., 1997). “Lunar analogs” for an atmosphere-less Venus are shown as HPF and NPF. (c) The R plot for terrestrial craters in comparison with data for cratons (North American + European). To determine the change in the impactor flux over time, the two datasets are divided by factors of 0.115 (115 m.y.) and 0.370 (370 m.y.) in order to put them at the 1-G.y. position. Black dots are crater counts provided by Hughes (2000). (d) R plot for martian craters. The crater SFD for heavily cratered terrain [1, after Hartmann et al. (1981)], “young plains” (2, after Strom et al. (1992)] and a relatively younger volcanic caldera floor (Hartmann et al., 1999a). Dashed lines show an approximate saturation level after Hartmann (1995).
puting the largest projectile sizes from the largest craters, however, is more complicated. The SFD for large craters is based on the lunar basins, all of which are very old and do not appear in younger crater populations. Moreover, the basin assignment of a crater diameter D to a given basin involves interpretation of the origin of multiring structures.

Polynomial coefficients for the R plot are listed in Table 1. The estimated projectile SFD is used below to produce a model (“lunar analog”) for Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars. This SFD, shown graphically in Fig. 3, is also compared with the recent data on the main-belt SFD (Fig. 4).

3.3. Cratering Records

In this section, we apply the lunar-based projectile SFD to each terrestrial planet, accounting for the specific impact velocity and gravity of each planetary body. Our results are summarized in Fig. 3, which shows crater counts from various regions of Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars compared to the “lunar analog” SFD curve.

3.3.1. Mercury. The mare surface in the Caloris Basin is one of the few areas suitable for production function measurements of small- to intermediate-sized craters on Mercury. Figure 3a compares direct measurements and calculated SFD (the “lunar analog”). The good coincidence of these data shows a definite similarity of projectile SFDs on the Moon and Mercury in the projectile diameter range from 1 to ~100 km, with a steep part for smaller craters and the “R minimum” for ~8-km craters. However, the age of Caloris Basin is comparable to the age of Orientale Basin.

3.3.2. Venus. Magellan data allow us to compare the lunar data averaged over the last 3 G.y. with a planetary surface with an age of ~0.5 G.y. The presence of the atmosphere may be taken into account using a model of projectile atmospheric passage [i.e., model results for both Venus and Titan can be found in Ivanov et al. (1997)]. The resulting comparison (Fig. 3b) suggests that venusian craters were formed by a projectile population with a similar SFD for D > 10 km (projectile diameters Dp > 2 km). The R maximum at D = 50–70 km exists both on the Moon (3–4 G.y.) and on Venus (~0.5 G.y.). Based on these results, we conclude that the corresponding R maximum in the projectile distribution in the range of Dp ~ 5 km is stable in time.

We point out that our model of venusian atmospheric entry and projectile destruction is based on the work described in Ivanov et al. (1997), McKinnon et al. (1997), on the other hand, present a different model of atmospheric shielding that also reproduces venusian crater counts, even though they use a simple power-law SFD for projectiles. The disagreement between the two models needs to be studied more thoroughly. Here we only note that Ivanov et al. (1997) derive their results from numerical simulations of stony bodies striking Venus’ atmosphere, while McKinnon et al. (1997) use analytical estimates.

3.3.3. Earth. Hartmann (1965, 1966) pointed out that large terrestrial craters reflect an older population, while smaller craters are continually removed by erosion, producing an observed SFD that differs from the production function. The inspection of data from the North American and European cratons (Grieve and Shoemaker, 1994) suggests that it is possible to distinguish two populations of craters: (1) eight craters with diameters from 24 to 39 km, the oldest being 115 m.y. old; and (2) eight craters with diameters from 55 to 100 km, with the oldest being 370 m.y. old. The oldest age in each set gives an estimate of the accumulation time. For a proper balance between crater diameter bin width and the number of craters per bin, only two bins for each age subpopulation are used to represent the crater production rate.

We assume that craters smaller than ~20 km in the younger set and smaller than ~45 km in the older set are depleted by erosion. Figure 3c shows the R plot of terrestrial data recalculated to the reference age of 1 Ga assuming a constant crater production rate (R values are divided by 0.115 and 0.370 respectively). The assumption of a constant crater production rate does not appear to contradict the lunar chronology when it is scaled to Earth. We find that the recent terrestrial production rate estimated by Hughes (2000) yields similar results to our simplified analysis (dark circles in Fig. 3c). The poor statistics for terrestrial craters cannot help us resolve the production function’s shape. However, the terrestrial craters do help us constrain variations in the impact rate.

3.3.4. Mars. Several groups have investigated the martian crater record. A good summary of our knowledge from the Viking program can be found in Strom et al. (1992) for craters with D > 8 km, while more recent crater data obtained by Mars Global Surveyor is discussed by Hartmann et al. (1999a,b). A recent review of both datasets can be found in Hartmann and Neukum (2001) for craters down to D = 11 m. Here we present limited examples of the martian cratering record; in general, they show the same trends as those seen on the other terrestrial planets (Fig. 3d). It is believed that small martian craters have a high obliteration rate, such that any analysis of the data requires one to model how the crater density evolves toward equilibrium. The equilibrium-controlling processes may even vary in different regions or times on Mars. Still, the presence of a R maximum in the SFD for highlands can be readily observed. The R minimum in the SFD is less obvious, especially in crater counts published by Strom et al. (1992). We postpone the discussion of this important question for the future.

3.3.5. Craters on asteroids. The Galileo and NEAR Shoemaker spacecraft returned images of four asteroids: Gaspra, Ida, Mathilde, and Eros (Belton et al., 1992, 1994; Chapman et al., 1996a,b; Veverka et al., 1997, 2000). All four bodies are covered by impact craters. Assuming that main-belt asteroids strike one another at average velocities of 5.5 km/s, it is possible to estimate the small-projectile asteroid SFD from the crater SFD (Ivanov et al., 2001).

We assume that on Gaspra, the impact crater SFD represents the production function. Ida’s smaller craters, on the other hand, are believed to be close to saturation (equilibrium); only the largest craters are believed to be below the
saturation limit (Chapman et al., 1996a). Large craters on Ida may be formed in the gravity regime (Asphaug et al., 1996).

For Mathilde and Eros, we use the published impact crater SFD (Veverka et al., 1997, 2000). The scaling of craters on Mathilde is not well defined due to the unusually low density (high porosity) of the target. As a first-order approximation, we use scaling parameters presented by Schmidt and Housen (1987) for the loosest soil.

Using the assumptions discussed above, it is possible to construct a model projectile distribution for all imaged asteroids (Fig. 4). To simplify things as much as possible, Fig. 4a shows R values for craters vs. projectile diameter, while Fig. 4b shows all asteroid cratering data (below a saturation limit) fit to a single curve. Using Eros data as a reference level, we conclude that its younger surfaces have a crater density that is a factor of 0.01 less than that of its oldest surfaces (Veverka et al., 2000; Chapman, 2002). On Gaspra, the same ratio is ~0.15, while it is ~0.6 for Ida and Mathilde (within the accuracy limits of available scaling laws).

For comparison, the lunar-derived projectile SFD is also shown. The model results for asteroid craters demonstrate the presence of the R minimum of the projectile SFD curve. We find this minimum is in approximately the same range of projectile diameters as that seen for the near-Earth asteroids (NEAs).

When comparing the cratering records found on the terrestrial planets and asteroids, we found that we could not reject the idea that a single projectile population formed most observed craters. Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that asteroids dominate the population of crater-forming bodies in the inner solar system. The search for deviations from this simple assumption will be left for future work. The interplanetary comparison is consistent with conclusions made by Hartmann (1995), namely that (1) the lunar crater record is consistent with a relatively uniform size distribution of interplanetary impactors stretching back 4 G.y. and (2) this same population has struck all the bodies of the inner solar system.

4. MAIN-BELT AND NEAR-EARTH ASTEROIDS

4.1. Main Belt

In this section, we compare our projectile SFD with direct astronomical observations of main-belt asteroids. Earth-based astronomical observations and the satellite infrared survey (IRAS) have revealed all main-belt asteroids with diameters larger than about 40 km (van Houten et al., 1970; Gradie et al., 1989; Cellino et al., 1991). For smaller diameters, one usually assumes a power-law SFD of the form $dN/dD_p \sim D_p^{-k}$, where the value of $k$ may vary between 2.95 [the so-called PLS-slope, after the Palomar-Leiden Survey (see van Houten et al., 1970)] up to 3.5 [the so-called Dohnanyi slope (see Dohnanyi, 1969)]. $k = 3.5$ is a typical value for a self-similar cascade of fragments. Davis et al. (1994) used a geometrical average of two possible power-law distributions, the PLS distribution and estimations by Cellino et al. (1991), to analyze the IRAS data (Fig. 5).

Deviations from a simple power-law crater SFD, considered above, suggest that the asteroid SFD also deviates from a simple power law at diameters smaller than the completeness limit. For large bodies (~100 km in diameter) the non-power-law SFD is thought to be an intrinsic feature of the initial distribution of small bodies before the main belt accumulated (Davis et al., 1985). Hartmann et al. (1999c) pointed out that the Yarkovsky effect may have strong influence in controlling size distribution below $D_p \sim 10$ m, and
that size are available to disrupt larger asteroids, ultimately leading to a wave in the SFD.

Jedicke and Metcalfe (1998) published an estimate of the debiased main-belt SFD based on absolute magnitudes measured as part of the Spacewatch survey. The SFD was converted from absolute magnitudes to diameters by Durda et al. (1998) using albedo measurements taken from large asteroids (Gradie et al., 1989). Their SFD estimates are believed to be valid for asteroid diameters larger than 2 km. For comparison, the more direct IRAS SFD estimates are considered valid for D > 20 km (Cellino et al., 1991).

In Fig. 5, data from direct observations (following Davis et al., 1989) and estimations by Jedicke and Metcalfe (1998) are shown. The projectile SFD, determined above using lunar impact craters, can be compared to these data. Our analysis yields the following points: (1) The direct astronomical data show a relative R minimum at asteroid diameters D ~ 30–40 km; the depth of this minimum may vary for different semimajor axes a. This minimum corresponds to a lunar impact crater ~300 km in diameter. The lunar SFD also shows this minimum. In fact, the lunar SFD, which contains basins up to a size of ~1000 km, shows the same rising R characteristics as the main-belt SFD as it approaches its R maximum near ~100 km. (2) Asteroid diameters have a second R maximum at D ~ 4–5 km. This maximum is visible in the inner and central main belt (2.0 < a < 2.6 AU). It may also exist in the outer main belt, although the needed data is currently beyond our detection limit. The asteroidal R maximum at D ~ 4–5 km corresponds to a lunar crater diameter of ~50 km. The lunar SFD does show this maximum. (3) For asteroid diameters between 2 and 20 km, the general shape of the SFD of the inner asteroid belt and the SFD derived from lunar impact craters is identical within the error limits of available data.

Based on this evidence, we can make some predictions. Figure 5 shows that the projectile SFD derived from lunar craters has an inflection point near 50 m. We suggest that the SFD of main-belt asteroids — the main source of projectiles for cratering on terrestrial planets — may have a similar inflection point. To test this idea, we will need better and more numerous main-belt observations than are currently available.

### 4.2. Near-Earth Asteroids

A similar SFD is found for NEAs. Figure 6 gives a summary of several recent SFDs estimated from astronomical observations and debiased modeling work of the NEA population. These results are compared to the projectile SFD derived from lunar cratering records with HPF and NPF. The similarity between (1) crater-forming projectiles derived from 1- to 4-G.y.-old surfaces on the Moon, (2) the observed main-belt asteroid population (Fig. 5), and (3) NEAs (Fig. 6) suggests a common connection, namely that the main belt is the predominant source of both the current NEA population and those projectiles that have struck the Moon over the last several billion years. The wavelike shape of

---

**Fig. 5.** R plot for main-belt asteroids according to Davis et al. (1994) (filled squares — observed asteroids, open squares — assumed by Palomar-Leiden survey), Spacewatch data by Jedicke and Metcalfe (1998) for all the inner belt (black dots error bars), Sloan digital sky survey data by Ivezic et al. (2001) for C-like (diamonds) and S-like (triangles) asteroids, and the projectile SFDs found using lunar craters according to HPF and NPF. Observed NEAs are shown as stars (MPC, 2001), while crosses are for the LINEAR survey data (Stuart, 2001). The R value for asteroids is calculated in the same way as that for craters: R = D^3 \frac{dN}{dD}.
the main-belt SFD appears to be a byproduct of collisional processes (Davis et al., 2002). The shape of the NEA population is probably an artifact of both the shape of the main-belt SFD and the subtle dynamical mechanisms that allow some main-belt asteroids to escape over long timescales [i.e., collisions coupled with the Yarkovsky effect and chaotic resonances (Bottke et al., 2002b; Morbidelli et al., 2002)].

5. PLANETARY CRATERING RATES

The balance between the PCA supply and depletion rates controls the abundance of PCAs and, accordingly, the terrestrial planet cratering rate (Morbidelli et al., 2002). Using a conservative approach, we assume that the currently observed population of PCAs has been in steady state over the last 3 G.y. For more ancient periods (i.e., the end of the heavy bombardment period), we assume that the relative cratering rates on the terrestrial planets with respect to the Moon was the same as relative cratering rates for the currently observed PCAs. Each of these assumptions should be used with caution.

Most investigators believe that the cratering projectile flux over the last 3 G.y. was relatively constant (with possible variations within a factor of 2). Prior to 3 G.y., the PCA flux was much larger, though it was certainly decaying with time. This ancient period is commonly named “the Late Heavy Bombardment,” or LHB. The LHB decay rate is still considered controversial (Hartmann et al., 2000). In this section, we adopt the values favored by Neukum (1983), Neukum (1983) used lunar rock dating to calibrate the lunar crater count and thus reveal the general character of the bombardment flux decay. His work can be expressed analytically in the form

\[
N(1) = 5.44 \times 10^{-14} (\exp(6.93T) - 1) + 8.38 \times 10^{-4} T
\]

with \(N(1)\) the number of craters larger that 1 km in diameter per km² and \(T\) being the crater accumulation time (crater retention age) in G.y. Assuming the shape of the SFD is constant in time, equation (3) should be valid for any crater diameter with the proper numerical coefficients.

5.1. Cratering Rate Comparison

The estimated lunar cratering rate has been calibrated using returned samples that have been dated. For other planets, we can rely only upon measured impact crater densities. To translate the lunar crater chronology to other planets, one needs to take into account the differences in planetary gravity, number of planet-crossing bodies, and orbital parameters of the potential projectiles, which in turn control their collision probabilities and impact velocities. As an important example, we compare here the crater rate on Mars to that of the Moon. We discuss first the impact rate, defined as the number of impacts of bodies of the same size per unit surface area per unit of time. The Mars/Moon impact rate ratio is named “R bolide” (\(R_b\)) following Hartmann (1977). This factor is the basis of the system to date the martian surface — a system highly consistent with martian meteorite age data (Hartmann, 1999).

Gravity and target materials are vary from planet to planet. Hence the “R bolide” ratio does not correspond directly to the cratering rate ratio, \(R_c\). Moreover, for a non-power-law projectile SFD, the cratering rate ratio depends intimately on crater diameter; note that different-sized projectiles can form craters with the same diameter on different planets, such that the projectiles may lie on completely different parts of the production SFD.

Estimates of \(R_b\) and \(R_c\) can be found in various ways. Ivanov (2001) followed the technique proposed for comets by Shoemaker and Wolfe (1982): (1) The lunar crater SFDs were used to derive the projectile SFDs; (2) the orbits and sizes of observed asteroids were used to both calibrate the projectile SFDs and compute their associated impact velocities; and (3) these values were inserted into crater-scaling
laws, which were then used to determine crater-production rates on Mars and the Moon and the values $R_b$ and $R_c$. The limitation of this “bottom-up” approach is that, so far, observed (and potentially biased) asteroids have been used to determine several important parameters.

The alternative “top-down” approach relies on the recent work by Bottke et al. (2002a) (see also Morbidelli et al., 2002), who constructed a model of the debiased orbital and size distribution of the NEA and Mars-crossing asteroid populations.

5.2. $R_b$ from Observed Asteroids

A quantitative description of the PCA flux requires a good understanding of the physical and dynamical evolution of main-belt asteroids (e.g., Bottke et al., 2002a; Morbidelli et al., 2002) or a method to deduce this information from the observed population. Ivanov (2001) used the latter approach to estimate the PCA flux. His method, originally developed by Shoemaker and Wolfe (1982) to estimate the population of short-period comets, was as follows: Ivanov tabulated the set of observed PCA orbits, sorted them according to perihelion distance, $q$, and then estimated their average collision probabilities and impact velocities as a function of $q$. In this way, one uses observed orbits as an assumed representative ensemble of the statistically “averaged” steady-state population of PCAs. In this chapter, we used the February 2002 list of osculating orbits in the small-body database “astorb.dat” (http://asteroid.lowell.edu).

The observed asteroid population is incomplete. Several techniques to remove observational bias exist (e.g., Rabinowitz et al., 1993, 1997; Rabinowitz et al., 1994; Jedicke and Metcalfe, 1998; Bottke et al., 2000; Jedicke et al., 2002). For Mercury and Venus, we can make only rough estimates of the cratering rate from the observed asteroid population because many objects with large ($a$, $e$, $i$) values have yet to be detected. For Mars, however, the list of observed asteroids allows us to make a simple correction to estimate the Mars/Moon cratering-rate ratio. We use a simple approach to remove the obvious bias in the $q$-distribution: We sort PCAs by their absolute magnitude and assume that the brightest asteroids represent a nearly-observationally complete set of objects. For now, we assume that the population of Mars-crossers with $H < 15$ bodies is relatively complete [in close agreement with Bottke et al. (2000, 2002a)]. To test the completeness of the $H < 15$ observations, we compared its $q$ distributions for $H < 12$ bodies (Ivanov, 2001). Both $N(q)$ functions appear similar to one another. Note that this procedure cannot be used for NEAs, because the number of $H < 12$ asteroids is less than one. Here we assume that the $q$ distribution of asteroids with $H < 15$ may be used to estimate $N(q)$ function for smaller bodies.

For each target (Mars or the Moon) and projectile (PCA), the probability and impact velocity were calculated using an update of Opik’s formulas [refined by Wetherill (1967) for the general case of elliptic orbits both for a target and a projectile]. Opik’s method assumes that the apsides and nodes have random positions. The total collision probability (with a correction factor used to account for observational bias among small Mars-crossers) and the average impact velocity yielded the values needed to compute the cratering rate.

The average impact velocity (over all possible Mars orbit eccentricities) was found to be $\langle v_{\text{Mars}} \rangle \approx 9.6 \text{ km s}^{-1}$. The Mars/Moon impact rate ratio $R_b$ averaged in time is ~2 for asteroids of the same size (Ivanov, 2001).

5.3. $R_b$ Estimates from Celestial Mechanics Modeling

The limitation of the “bottom-up” approach presented in the previous section is that, so far, observed (and potentially biased) asteroids have been used to determine several important parameters. In this section, we check these results using a “top-down” approach. Our computation relies on the recent work by Bottke et al. (2002a) (see also Morbidelli et al., 2002), who constructed a model of the debiased orbital and size distribution of the NEO and intermediate Mars-crossers (IMC) populations. The latter is defined as the population of the asteroids with main-belt-like semimajor axis and inclination, and which intersect the orbit of Mars within a secular cycle of the eccentricity oscillation. Notice that the Bottke et al. model does not incorporate other populations of Mars-crossers, like the Hungarias, Phoces, and the isotropic comets of Oort Cloud origin, but these are all expected to be secondary sources as far as cratering is concerned.

From this model, we compute the impact rates between our debiased populations and Moon/Mars using the methodology of Bottke et al. (1994). To account for secular variations in Mars/Moon ($a$, $e$, $i$) values over time, we compute their evolution over the next 10 m.y. using the analytical approximations provided by Laskar (1988). Collision probabilities and mean impact velocities are then computed between these values and a grid of test particles uniformly distributed in ($a$, $e$, $i$) space, with each particle representing a component of the NEA and IMC debiased populations.

Our results indicate the interval between $H < 18$ impacts on the Moon, ~11 m.y., is over 10× longer than that for Mars, while the mean impact velocities of material striking the Moon ($\approx 19 \text{ km s}^{-1}$) is twice that of objects striking Mars at approximately $10 \text{ km s}^{-1}$. Thus, using these numbers, we calculate that the ratio of $H < 18$ impactors striking Mars over that of the Moon per km² per year $R_b = 2.8$.

Computing $R_b$ requires the conversion of $H$ into projectile diameter $d$ and crater diameter $D$. Since the ratio of bright to dark objects in the Mars-crossing and Earth-crossing populations are not well known, and to keep things simple, we will assume that our projectiles have the same intrinsic properties as those described previously in this chapter.

5.4. Cratering Rate Ratio

To compute $R_b$, one needs to take into account the differences between the average impact velocity and surface gravity of Mars and the Moon. Using the modern scaling law for simple craters, we estimate the ratio of crater diam-
eters produced on Mars and the Moon with an impact of the same projectile to be

\[
D_M^b/D_m^b = \left( \frac{\langle v_M \rangle}{\langle v_m \rangle} \right) \beta \left( \frac{g_M}{g_m} \right)^\gamma
\]  

(4)

where exponents \( \beta = 0.43 \) and \( \gamma = 0.22 \), according to Schmidt and Housen (1987), and subscripts M and m are for Mars and the Moon respectively. Ivanov (2001) estimated the \( \langle v_M \rangle/\langle v_m \rangle \) ratio to be \( (9.6/16.1) = 0.6 \). The velocity term in equation (4) consequently yields a factor of 0.8. In Bottke’s estimate from section 5.3, the ratio \( \langle v_M \rangle/\langle v_m \rangle = (10/19) = 0.53 \), and the velocity term in equation (4) is 0.76. The gravity term in equation (4) is the same for both models: \((3.69/1.62)^{0.22} = 0.83 \). The total difference in \( D_M^b/D_m^b \) ratio in two discussing models is rather small: 0.5 for Ivanov’s estimates vs. 0.63 for Bottke’s estimate.

If N(>D) curves on both planetary bodies are compared for the same (steep or shallow) power slope \( [N(>D) \sim D^{-\beta}] \), the cratering rate ratio is expressed as

\[
R_c = (D_M^b/D_m^b)^\beta R_b
\]  

(5)

For a steep branch of HPF (equation (1a)) \( b = 3.82 \) for craters below \(-1.4 \) km in diameter. The same slope is given by the NPF (see Fig. 1b). For a shallow branch (\( D > 1.4 \) km) \( b = 1.8 \) (equation (1b)). For \( D < 5 \) km, one can ignore crater modification issues (see details in Ivanov, 2001). Consequently, the cratering rate ratio is estimated as \( R_c = 0.97 \) for \( b = 1.8 \) and \( R_c = 0.43 \) for \( b = 3.82 \) from Ivanov (2001) and \( R_c = 1.22 \) for \( b = 1.8 \) and \( R_c = 0.49 \) for \( b = 3.82 \) from Bottke’s model. Hence the difference in \( R_b \) of 40% (2.8 vs. 2) is reduced to the difference in \( R_c \) of 27% for \( b = 1.8 \) and 14% for \( b = 3.82 \). We conclude that the accuracy of our “R bolide” value is formally improved for our “R crater” value.

The work above suggests that the shape of the projectile SFD striking Mars and the Moon must be understood before the martian and lunar crater rates can be compared to one another. In terms of impact rates, it appears that the proximity of Mars to the asteroid belt (more available projectiles) is partially compensated by its smaller average impact velocity and larger surface gravity. For example, although a given size projectile may strike Mars 2–4x more frequently than the Moon, it generally creates a smaller crater. Consequently, the Mars/Moon cratering rate ratio varies from 0.4 to 1.6, depending on the steepness of the projectile’s SFD (Ivanov, 2001).

6. CONCLUSIONS

1. For the last \(-4 \) G.y., we claim that the shape of production function on the Moon has not changed within the limits of observational accuracy for craters below at least 300 km in diameter.

2. Application of cratering scaling laws allow us to estimate the size-frequency distribution (SFD) of projectiles from the measured SFD of lunar impact craters. The estimated projectile SFD has a complex form with wavy deviations from a simple power law.

3. The estimated SFD of projectiles allows us to reproduce the impact crater SFD on the terrestrial planets. We conclude that a single projectile population formed the majority of impact craters.

4. The projectile SFD derived from the lunar crater population is similar to the SFD of asteroids in the main asteroid belt (within the limits of accuracy of available data). Within the same limits of accuracy, it appears that the contribution of comets to crater formation in the inner solar system either replicates the wavy SFD seen for asteroids or is relatively insignificant. We believe that main-belt asteroids have provided most of the crater-forming objects striking the terrestrial planets, and that these projectiles belong to a collisionally evolved family of objects.
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